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nant growth of prostate cells via the AR,5 which binds dihydrotest
osterone and stimulates the transcription of a cascade of androgen
responsive genes. Because of this intimate association, it has been
proposed that the AR might be one genetic predictor ofan individual's
susceptibility to prostate cancer (5).

A single gene of more than 90 kb on Xql 1â€”12encodes the AR (6).
The protein has three major functional domains: an androgen binding
domain, a DNA binding domain, and the N-terminal domain that has
a modulatory function. The DNA and hormone binding domains are
conserved across species and between other steroid receptors (7, 8).

Androgen deprivation is a common therapy for the treatment of
later stages of prostate cancer. Somatic mutations within the AR
hormone binding domain, such as those described in untreated organ
confined, metastatic, and prostate cancer cell lines (9â€”14),can alter
the specificity of the receptor and are believed to be important in the
development of androgen-independent prostate cancer. Furthermore,
Visakorpi et a!. (15) found amplification of the AR gene in tumors that
recurred after androgen deprivation therapy, which suggests that AR
amplification may emerge during therapy and facilitate tumor cell
growth in an environment with low androgen concentrations.

One of the critical functions of the product of the AR gene is to
activate the expression of other genes, including prostate-specific
antigen. This regulatory activity resides in the NH2-terminal domain
of the protein, encoded in exon I . This exon contains a highly
polymorphic (CAG)@ microsatellite and a less polymorphic (GGN)@
repeat approximately 1.1 kb apart ( 16, 17). Alleles of the (GGN)n
repeat contain from 8 to 17 repeats, with 16 repeat units being the
most common allele (18). The (CAG)@ array, which encodes a poly
glutamine tract, typically contains from 9 to 29 repeats. Analysis of

this microsatellite revealed interracial variation in the average length
of AR (CAG)n alleles; the distribution of the number of repeats was
lowest in African-Americans, intermediate in non-Hispanic whites,
and highest in Asians (16). Intriguingly, these racial groups have
relatively high, intermediate, and low risks for prostate cancer, re
spectively (19), suggesting a possible association between small
(CAG)n allele size and increased risk of prostate cancer.

Other studies have examined the association of polymorphisms of
both the (CAG)n and (GCN)n repeats with the development of pros
tate cancer. Irvine et a!. (18) confirmed the interracial (CAG)n vari
ation and found a modest excess of Caucasian patients with short
(CAG)n repeats and less common (GGN)n repeats (n does not equal
16) relative to Caucasian controls. In subjects without a history of
prostate cancer, they found no association between the (CAG)n and
(GGN)@ microsatellites, whereas there was linkage disequilibrium
between the (CAG)@ and (GGN)n alleles among the patients studied,
suggesting that a subset of AR alleles was prevalent in men with
prostate cancer. Another study implicated the somatic effects of the
contraction of the (CAG)n microsatellite from 24 to 18 repeats in the
development of an adenocarcinoma of the prostate (20). Finally, a
small sib-pair analysis of 44 sib pairs and 6 sib trios of Caucasian men

5 The abbreviations used are: AR, androgen receptor; PSA, prostate-specific antigen;

CI, confidence interval; RO, relative odds; BMI, body mass index.

ABSTRACT

We analyzed the polymorphic (CAG)@and (GGN)@regions within the
androgen receptor gene from participants in a population-based@
control study of prostate cancer in middle-aged (40â€”64years) Caucasian
men. The associations between repeat lengths and risk of prostate cancer
and the effects of confounding and modifying factors, such as age, family
history of prostate cancer, and body mass index, were evaluated. DNA was

available for 301 cases and 277 controls. The overall age-adjusted relative
odds of prostate cancer associated with the number of(CAG) repeats as a

continuous variable was 0.97 [95% confIdence interval (CI), 0.92â€”1.03],

suggesting a 3% decrease in risk of prostate cancer for each additional

(CAG) repeat. Further analyses identified several subgroups at increased
risk. These were men with less than the median number of CAG repeats
(<22) that were younger [<60 years; relative odds (RO), 1.47; 95% CI,

0.96â€”2.251, had an affected first.degree relative (RO, 1.59; 95% CI,

0.62â€”4.14), or were relatively thin (Quetelet index < 24.4; RO, 111; 95%

CI, 1.07â€”4.69).Although only the latter result was statistically significant,
these results are provocative and support the hypothesis that (CAG)@

array length is a predictor of risk for prostate cancer. Similar analyses of

(GGN)@showed that with the exception of men with a family history of
prostate cancer and those in the highest quartile of body mass index, men

with @16repeats had higher risk estimates than did men with >16

repeats. Overall, those men who had @16repeats had a significant eleva

tion in risk (RO, 1.60; 95% CI, 1.07â€”2.41).When both repeat lengths were

consideredjomtly, the subgroup with two short repeats (CAG, <22; GGN,

@16)had a 2-fold elevation in odds (RO, 2.05; 95% CI, 1.09â€”3.84)relative
to those with two long repeats (CAG, 22; GGN, >16). These data suggest
that determination of both androgen receptor repeats within germ-line
DNA may be useful in assessing an individual's risk ofdeveloping prostate
cancer.

INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer is the most common male malignancy and the
second most common cause of cancer-related deaths in American men
(1). The disease is heterogeneous, marked by varying rates of pro
gression, response to therapies, and age of onset. Several studies
demonstrate an excess of familial clustering of prostate cancer, sug
gesting a possible inherited genetic predisposition to the disease
(2â€”4).Such a predisposition may be mediated through an individual's
hormonal milieu. Androgens play a direct role in normal and malig
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Table 1 Distribution of(CAG)@ repeats in the androge
patients and controlsn

receptor in prostatecancerCases

(n = 281)Controls (n =266)No.

of repeatsNo. %No.%11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
320

1 0.4
3 1.1
0
4 1.4
2 0.7
8 2.8

16 5.7
29 10.3
42 14.9
40 14.2
27 9.6
27 9.6
28 10.0
22 7.8
10 3.6
12 4.3
6 2.1
2 0.7
1 0.4
1 0.4
01

0.4
1 0.4
0
1 0.4
0
2 0.8
4 1.5

19 7.1
27 10.2
26 9.8
45 16.9
32 12.0
35 13.2
24 9.0
16 6.0
13 4.9
8 3.0
5 1.9
4 1.5
1 0.4
0
20.8Mean(Â±SDY@

a Difference in mean21.73

(Â±3.15)

s is not statistically significant (21.98

(Â±3.06)

P = 0.35).

AR POLYMORPHISMSANDPROSTATECANCER

with prostate cancer found no increased sharing (21), suggesting, in
contrast to the studies above, that familial clustering of prostate cancer
may not be attributable to genetic variation in the AR.

The transcriptional regulatory activity of the AR correlates with the
length of the (CAG)n array and may affect a variety of systems. Large
(CAG)n alleles (40 or more repeats) are clearly associated with spinal
and bulbar muscular atrophy (22); the condition results from de
creased transactivation activity of the AR (23). Furthermore, progres
sive elimination of CAG repeats increases the level of receptor trans
activation activity (24). It is possible, therefore, that shorter (CAG)@
alleles cause more rapid growth of prostate cells, which in turn
elevates the risk of prostate cancer.

We hypothesize that the role of the AR in prostate cancer may be
specific to clinically defined subsets of prostate cancer. Age at diag
nosis, family history, or other risk factors may define groups of
individuals for whom variation in the AR may play a role in the
development of prostate cancer. The goal of this study, therefore, was
to determine whether germ-line (CAG)@and (GGN)n polymorphisms
of the AR gene are associated with the development of prostate cancer,
particularly among subsets of individuals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Population. The subjects in this study are a subset of men enrolled
in a larger, ongoing population-based case-control study of etiological factors
for prostate cancer in middle-aged men. All Caucasian men under age 65 years
diagnosed with incident, histologically confirmed adenocarcinoma of the pros
tate between January 1, 1993, and December 31, 1994, and who were residents
of King County, WA, were eligible for this study. These patients were
identified through a population-based cancer registry, the Cancer Surveillance
System. This registry covers the 13 contiguous counties of northwestern
Washington State and is a participant in the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and
End Results program of the National Cancer Institute. To enhance the propor
tion of younger men in the study, 100% of patients ages 40â€”59years and a
random 75% sample of patients ages 60â€”64years were included.

A total of 403 eligible patients were ascertainedfor the study, and 340
(84.4%) completed the study interview. After the interview, 305 (89.7%) cases
provided a blood sample, of which 301 yielded sufficient DNA for this
analysis.

An age-stratified sample of Caucasian men ages 40â€”64years in the general
population, from which the prostate cancer cases were derived, but who had no
history of prostate cancer, was identified as a comparison group through
random-digit telephone dialing (25, 26). Complete household census informa
tion was obtained for 94.1% of the residential telephone numbers contacted
during the first 10 completed screening cycles. We identified 450 eligible men
with 1993 and 1994 reference dates and interviewed 338 (75.1%). A total of

286 (84.6%) of these interviewed controls agreed to a blood draw, which
yielded sufficient DNA for analysis from 277 men.

Data Collection. Information on established and suspected risk factors for
prostate cancer was collected through structured questionnaires administered
in person by trained male interviewers. The interview focused on demographic
factors; medical history; reproductive and sexual history; BMI; health behav
iors such as cigarette smoking, alcohol use, and dietary intake; and family

history of cancer. All interviewed study subjects were asked to provide a blood
sample for storage of lymphocytes.

Clinical characteristics of prostate cancer patients were obtained from the
Cancer Surveillance System. Detailed data on extent of disease, including
lymph node status, tumor grade, and histological type, were available (27, 28).
Tumor grade was classified as I (well differentiated; Gleason score 2â€”4),II
(moderately differentiated; Gleason score 5â€”7),or III (poorly differentiated;
Gleason score 8â€”10).The American Whitmore classification system was used
to stratify prostate cancer cases according to stage of disease (29). Because the
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results program does not record sepa
rately clinical versus pathological stage, these data are a mixture based on
information available in the medical record within 2 months of diagnosis date.

Statistical Analysis. The mean numbers of CAG and GGN repeats were
compared in cases and controls using the t test. The association between repeat

length and risk of prostate cancer was examined by unconditional logistic
regression models, which were used to calculate the RO, as an estimate of
relative risk, and associated 95% CIs (30). Repeat length [(CAG)@ and (GGN)@

evaluated separately] was examined as a continuous variable, as well as a
categorical variable (CAG 22 versus < 22; GGN > 16 versus 16).These
categories were based on median values of the two repeats within the control
group. In addition, the potential effects of confounding and modifying factors
on the association between repeat length and risk of prostate cancer were
examined in multivariate models. The variables evaluated were: age at refer
ence date (i.e., date of diagnosis for cases and a similar assigned date for
controls), cigarette smoking, alcohol use, income, education, religion, marital
status, vasectomy status, height, weight, and BMI. Age as a continuous

variable was the only confounding factor in these analyses and has therefore
been included in the regression models. Because the AR gene is inherited
maternally, analyses of risk by family history included evaluation of brothers

only as well as all first-degree relatives. The P values presented are based on
two-sided tests.

Molecular Genetics. DNAs were extracted from frozen buffy coats using
standard protocols. The (CAG)@and (GGN)5 repeats of the AR gene were
analyzed by PCR amplification of genomic DNA with nested primers and
conditions previously described (18). The second round of PCR for each repeat
used 1 p@lof the primary amplification product as template and incorporated
[a-32P]dATP. PCR products were diluted 1:2 with loading dye (98% form

amide, 10 mM EDTA, xylene cyanol, and bromophenol blue), denatured and
separated by PAGE on 5% denaturing gels at 90 V for 2â€”3h. Gels were

transferred to filter paper (Whatman 3MM) and exposed to X-ray film for
16â€”20h. Control samples were sequenced using the ABI DyeDeoxy Termi
nator kit and the appropriate forward repeat primer to confirm the number of
repeats. The sizes of other alleles were determined by comparison to controls.
Some DNA samples did not amplify, resulting in missing data on (CAG)@for
20 cases and 11 controls and (GGN)@for 44 cases and 27 controls. Laboratory
personnel were blind to the case-control status of the DNA samples.

RESULTS

The mean number of CAG repeats was 21 .73 and 21 .98 (P 0.35)
in cases and controls, respectively (Table 1). Similarly, the mean
number of GGN repeats was not substantially different between the
two groups (Table 2). The majority of cases (64.2%) and controls
(56.8%) had 16 GGN repeats. We also examined the mean number of
CAG repeats in prostate cancer patients stratified by stage of disease
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controlsNo.

of
RepeatsCases

(n = 257)

No. %Controls No.(n

= 250)

%3

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
181

0.4
0
6 2.3
3 1.2
0
16 6.2
3 1.2
1 0.4
6 2.3

165 64.2
56 21.8

02

1
3
3
2
14

1
1
6

142
73

20.8

0.4
1.2
1.2
0.8
5.6
0.4
0.4
2.4
56.8
29.2

0.8Mean

(Â±SD)â€•15.62 (Â±1.86)15.71(Â±2.01)a

Difference in means is not statistically significant (P = 0.60).

Table 4 RO ofprostate cancer by the length of the polymoiph
AR by selected characteristicsic

(CAG)@repeats oftheNo.

of No.ofCharacteristic
CAG Cases ControlsR0'@95%CIAge,

years<60
@22 73951.00Reference<22

93831.470.96â€”2.2560â€”64
22 63 451.00Reference<22

52430.920.51â€”1.65First-degree
relativewithprostatecancerNo

22 I 141231.00Reference<22
1201141.190.83â€”1.72Yes

@22 22171.00Reference<22
25121.590.62-4.14Brother(s)

with prostatecancerbNo
22 79 961.00Reference<22

88831.350.88â€”2.07Yes
22 541.00Reference<22

622.450.31â€”25.2Quetelet
index'<24.4

@22 29 321.00Reference<22
45282.211.07â€”4.6924.4â€”26.3

22 43361.00Reference<22
38330.970.51â€”1.8626.4â€”29.3

@22 36 451.00Reference<22
43301.800.95â€”3.4529.4

22 28 271.00Reference<22
19350.530.24â€”1.15Aggressive

diseasedNo
22 731401.00Reference<22

791261.260.84â€”1.89Yes
22 631401.00Reference<22

66 1261.200.79â€”1.84

CasesControlsNo.%No.%R0Â°95%

CINo.

of CAG repeats, Continuous (I1â€”32)281100.0266100.00.970.92â€”1.03221
3648.414052.61.00Reference<2214551.612647.41.230.88â€”1.73No.

of GGN Repeats, Continuous(3â€”18)257100.0250100.00.980.89â€”1.07>165621.87530.01.00Reference@l620178.217570.01.601.07â€”2.41Combined

No. of CAG and GGNRepeatsâ€•@22,
>16228.83213.21.00Reference@22,

163212.84116.91.150.56â€”2.35<22,
>169739.09338.31.540.83â€”2.86<22,

169839.47731.72.05
Testfor trendP = 0.0081.09â€”3.84

AR POLYMORPHISMSANDPROSTATECANCER

Table 2 Distribution of (GGN),, repeats in the AR in prostate cancer patients and date for controls), family history of prostate cancer in first-degree
relatives, BMI, and a measure of tumor aggressiveness defmed as low
grade/low stage (Gleason score 2â€”7/stageA or B) and high grade/high
stage (Gleason score 8â€”10/stageC or D). As shown in Table 4, among
men under age 60 there was an elevated risk associated with short
(CAG)@repeat lengths (RO, 1.47; 95% CI, 0.96â€”2.25for men with
<22 compared to 22 repeats). No relationship was noted in men
ages 60â€”64years. Although no association was found for men with
out a family history of prostate cancer, among men whose father
and/or brother(s) were affected with the disease, there was an in
creased risk associated with shorter repeat lengths (RO, 1.59; 95% CI,
0.62â€”4.14 for <22 compared to 22 CAG). Among men with a
brother affected with prostate cancer, short (CAG)@ repeat size was
associated with even higher risk (RO, 2.45). Further, among relatively

at diagnosis (stage A, 23.0; stage B, 21.6; stage C, 21.8; stage D, 21.2)
and histological tumor grade (Gleason score 2â€”4,21.9; 5â€”7,21.7;
8â€”10,21.2); none of these differences in CAG or GGN (data not
shown) repeat number were significant.

Logistic regression models were used to derive RO of prostate
cancer according to the length of (CAG)@ and (GGN)@repeats (Table
3). The overall age-adjusted RO of prostate cancer associated with the
number of CAG repeats entered as a continuous variable was 0.97
(95% CI, 0.92â€”1.03) and with GGN repeats was 0.98 (95% CI,
0.89â€”1.07).These data indicate a 3% decline in risk of prostate cancer
for each CAG repeat, which was of borderline statistical significance.
Men with fewer than 22 repeats had a RO for prostate cancer of 1.23
(95% CI, 0.88â€”1.73) compared to men with longer repeat lengths.
Analysis of (GUN),, repeats revealed that risk of prostate cancer was
higher in men who had@ 16 repeats (RO, 1.60; 95% CI, 1.07â€”2.41)
relative to those with >16 repeats. These analyses of CAG and GGN
allele lengths were repeated excluding patients with stage A prostate
cancer, and the RO increased (i.e. , the RO associated with shorter
CAG repeat length increased from 1.23 to 1.31, and the RO for shorter
OGN repeats increased from 1.60 to 1.64).

We also examined risk associated with combined categories of
CAG and GGN repeat lengths. The RO value was significantly
increased (RO, 2.05; 95% CI, 1.09â€”3.84)in the subgroup in which
both (CAG)n and (@3G1%')nalleles were short (CAG, <22; (iON,@ 16)
compared to those with two long repeat lengths (CAG, 22; (iON,
>16). The test for trend in the RO across combined repeat sizes also
was significant (P = 0.008).

Stratified analyses were then completed according to age at refer

ence date (date of diagnosis for cancer cases and a similar assigned

a RO adjusted for age (continuous).
b Analysis excludes subjects with no or an unknown number of brothers (103 cases and

81controls).
CWeight in kg divided by the squareof height in m.
d Aggressive disease defmed as poorly differentiated tumors (Gleason score 8-10),

and/or regional or metastatic (stage C or D) prostate cancer.

Table 3 RO ofprostate cancer by the length ofpolymorphic (CAG)@and (GGN),, repeats

a RO adjusted for age (continuous).
b Analysis excludes subjects with incomplete (CAG)@ and (GGN)@ data (32 cases and 23 controls).
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Table 5 RO ofprostaze cancer by the length of the polynwrp
AR by selected characteristicshic

(GGN),, repeatsoftheNo.

of No.ofCharacteristic
GGN Cases ControlsROâ€•95%CIAge,

years<60
>16 30431.00Reference@l6

1211241.400.83â€”2.3960-64
>16 26321.00Reference16

80512.231.14â€”4.42First-degree
relative with prostatecancerNo

> 16 42 701.00Referencel6
1691511.951.26â€”3.07Yes

>16 1451.00Reference16
32240.430.12â€”1.33Brother(s)

with prostatecancerâ€•No
>16 33481.00Reference@l6

1221181.630.97â€”2.75Yes
>16 611.00ReferenceSl6

460.090.01-0.99Quetelet
mdcxc<24.4

> 16 12 101.00Reference@l6
54471.060.40â€”2.8024.4â€”26.3

>16 12221.00Reference16
61412.761.24â€”6.3726.4â€”29.3

>16 17231.00Reference16
58481.640.79â€”3.4729.4

>16 15 201.00Reference
16 28 391.000.43â€”2.34Aggressive

diseasedNo
>16 31751.00Reference@l6

1081751.540.96â€”2.53Yes
> 16 25 751.00Reference@l6

93 1751.681.01â€”2.88

AR POLYMORPHISMS AND PROSTATE CANCER

among all steroid receptors, these data suggest that somatic mutations
within the hormone-binding domain of the AR gene may be sufficient
to alter the specificity of the gene.

Finally, work by Coetzee and Ross (5) suggests that polymorphism
within microsatellite sequences located in exon 1 of the AR coding
region may be associated with the development of prostate cancer.
Their hypothesis is that a smaller (CAG),, array, and hence a smaller
number of glutamine residues in the NH2-tenninal part of the protein,
may be associated with a higher level of receptor transactivation,
thereby increasing the risk of prostate cancer. At a biological level,
this is supported by the fact that the average number of (CAG)@
repeats essentially doubles in patients with X-linked spinal and bulbar
muscular atrophy (Kennedy's disease; Ref. 22). The ARs in those
patients have reduced transactivation activity, despite having normal
androgen-binding activity (23). At the epidemiological level, this
hypothesis is supported by studies of length variation in (CAG),,
alleles among races, with the distribution of the number of repeats
being lowest in African-Americans, intermediate in non-Hispanic
whites, and highest in Asians (16). These racial groups have relatively
high, intermediate, and low risks for prostate cancer, respectively
(19), which provides further argument for a possible association
between (CAG),, allele size and prostate cancer. Finally, in vitro
experiments by Chamberlain et a!. (24) show that elimination of the
polyglutamine tract results in elevated transcriptional activation, sug
gesting that the presence of the polyglutamine tract is inhibitory to
transactivation function. The effect is linear, with progressive expan
sion causing a linear decrease in transactivation function.

In this study, we have tested the hypothesis that the AR gene is

involved in the etiology of prostate cancer by looking for associations
between variability within the (CAG),, and (GGN)n repeats of AR

exon 1 and risk of prostate cancer in a population-based study of
Caucasian middle-aged men. The study included the 75.7% of eligible
cases diagnosed with prostate cancer in 1993 and 1994 who provided
a blood sample. The level of participation in the blood draw compo
nent of the study among controls (63.6%) was lower than that among
the cases, although it seems unlikely that CAG and GGN repeat
lengths were related to response status for either group of study
subjects.

We observed no significant overall difference in the mean (CAG),,
array length or mean (GGN),, array length between cases and controls.
In addition, stratification by stage of disease and histological tumor
grade for both repeats was uninformative. However, analysis of risk
according to a measure of tumor aggressiveness, which combined
tumor grade and extent of disease, showed that shorter (@ 16) corn
pared to longer (>16) GGN repeat size was associated with more
advanced disease.

The overall age-adjusted RO for prostate cancer associated with
(CAG) repeats was 0.97 (95% CI, 0.9â€”1.0), indicating that each
additional repeat is associated with a 3% decline in risk of prostate
cancer. This finding supports the hypothesis that (CAG),, repeat length
is an important predictor of risk. When the data were stratified
according to (CAG),, lengths below (<22) and above (22) the
median, men with shorter repeats had a 23% increase in risk. Al
though the latter result did not achieve statistical significance, the
results are in the expected direction and are consistent with those of
other investigators. Findings related to ((iON),, overall suggest that
men with 16 or fewer repeats are at higher risk than men with longer
repeat lengths. Men who had @l6repeats experienced a 60% higher
risk, which was statistically significant.

Further analyses stratified according to risk factors for prostate
cancer identified several subgroups of particular interest. Men with
short (<22) compared to long (22) (CAG),, repeats, who were
younger (RO, 1.47), had a first-degree family history of prostate

a RO adjusted for age (continuous).
b Analysis excludes subjects with no or an unknown number of brothers (92 cases and

77 controls).
CWeight in kg divided by the squareof height in m.
dAgg@asive disease defined as poorly differentiated tumors (Gleason score 8-10),

and/or regional or metastatic (stage C or D) prostate cancer.

thin men (Quetelet index, computed as weight in kg divided by height
in m2, < 24.4) those with fewer than 22 CAG repeats had a substantial
elevation in risk (RO, 2.21; 95% CI, 1.07â€”4.69).In contrast, shorter
(<22) compared to longer (22) CAG repeat length among men in
the upper quartile of BMI was associated with a decreased RO of 0.53
(95% CI, 0.24â€”1.15). Similar analyses by stage of disease, tumor
grade, and tumor aggressiveness failed to indicate any associations.

Table 5 summarizes results from parallel analyses of ((iON),,
repeats by age, family history, BMI, and tumor aggressiveness. In all
subgroups evaluated, except those with a first-degree family history of
prostate cancer and those in the highest BMI quartile, men with 16
(iON repeats had higher risk estimates than those who had >16
repeats. Among men ages 60â€”64 years (RO, 2.23), those with no

family history of prostate cancer (RO, 1.95) and those with aggressive
prostate cancer (RO, 1.68), short (iON repeat length (16) was
associated with notable elevations in risk.

DISCUSSION

The normally functioning AR binds dihydrotestosterone and slim
ulates the transcription of androgen-responsive genes, thus regulating
growth of prostate cells. The AR gene appears to play a role in prostate

cancer etiology in three unique ways. First, experiments by Visakorpi
et aL (15) have shown that amplification of the AR gene is a key step
in the transition from a hormone-sensitive to a hormone-refractory
state in prostate tumors. Amplification occurs in a small number of
cells, and androgen deprivation treatment selects for these cells,
evenixially negating thÃ§thÃ§rapy.

Second, somatic mutations within the AR gene have also been
associated with prostate cancer. In one study, point mutations within
the AR gene were identified in metastatic cells from 5 of 10 androgen
independent tumors (10). Because this region is highly conserved
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AR POLYMORPHISMS AND PROSTATE CANCER

cancer (RO, L59), or were relatively thin (RO, 2.21), had elevated
risk estimates. Although the excess risk was significant only in the
subgroup of men in the lowest quartile of BMI, these findings are
provocative. Similar analyses of ((iON),, showed that among men
ages 60â€”64 years (RO, 2.23), those without a family history (RO,
1.95), and those with aggressive prostate cancer (RO, 1.68), a repeat
length of @l6was associated with higher risk.

Although both (CAG),, and (GGN),, polymorphic repeats in the AR
gene showed associations with prostate cancer incidence, these two
intragenic loci do not appear to be in linkage disequilibrium with each
other. It is unclear whether these results indicate two separate, inde
pendent susceptibility loci or rather that another polymorphic region
within the AR or a nearby gene in linkage disequilibrium with these
loci may be the actual susceptibility locus.

This is the first population-based study to stratify AR microsatellite
repeat length data according to risk factors for prostate cancer. If
future and expanded investigations confirm these results, the (CAG),,

and (GGN),, repeats may prove to be useful molecular markers for
identification of men at higher risk of developing prostate cancer.
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